TAKE ME THERE...
LEARN AND EXPLORE NEW CONCEPTS

- Off-Road Rage
- New Concepts in Weather Information Systems
- Solo Commuting
- Driver Assistance Systems

ITS-Michigan
Intelligent Transportation Society
SHARE INFORMATION & LEARN FROM OTHERS

- Vendor Showcase
- Technical Presentations
- Roundtable Discussions
- Poster Sessions
- RWIS Training Workshop
- Commercial Vehicle & Freight Mobility (CVFM) Forum
- Social Activities
LEARN AND EXPLORE NEW TECHNOLOGY
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ITS-Michigan

Intelligent Transportation Society
ANNOUNCEMENTS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

- **Gold Sponsors** –
  - USDOT – Kate Hartman
  - FHWA – Morrie Hoevel
  - ITS America – Bill Gouse

- **Silver Sponsors** –
  - Open Roads Consulting – Mike Haas
  - GE MDS – James Pfeleemmm

- **Friend-of-Rural ITS Sponsor** –
  - Carrier & Gable – Dan Carrier
Steve Vaughn
California Highway Patrol